Abstract. The rapid development of computer networks is urgently need to improve and optimize the overall performance of the network. With the characteristics of large scale parallel processing and distributed information storage, Hopfield neural network has a unique advantage of associative memory and optimization. Optimization model of neural network algorithm-based computer network, it is the combination of the Hopfield neural Network theory and reality computer networks, modern optimization methods.
Introduction
Computer network, especially Internet, as one of the most important achievements of human technological progress in the last twenty years. It plays an important role in education, science and human life. At present, the hub server-centric network system provide the reality of the interconnection network. But it has also become a bottleneck and constraints of the network. The huge mass of information enrich the content of network, but the development of the images, sounds and other multimedia technologies make the current network operation powerlessly. Without the authority of the tower of gold, the headless network internet is easy to expand, but the more growth, the more bloated and fragile exposed.therefore.Improving the performance of the overall optimization of the network has become an inevitable result of the network development at a certain stage [1, 2] .
Neural network is a kind of intelligent system. It is a kind of simplification and abstraction of a kind of information processing mode of the human brain. The main features are: large scale parallel processing and distributed information storage, good adaptability, self-organization and strong learning function, association and fault tolerance function. At present, the neural network has made gratifying achievements in image processing, pattern recognition, speech synthesis and intelligent robot. It is the most challenging and fascinating research hot spot in the world. especially in the Hopfield neural network. Associated memory and optimization have shown a unique advantage from which it has just been born. It has only used 900 neural networks giving the optimal solution to the NP problem of a 30 city traveling salesman obtained with 0.2 seconds [3, 4] .
In order to explore the intelligent methods to solve the problems of the complexity and large-scale research train of thought, the research of computer network optimization model based on the neural network algorithm is the combination of practical computer network and the theory of Hopfield neural network [5] .
Hopfield Neural Network
Currently used for network optimization is mainly Hopfield neural network, which is firstly mentioned out by an American physicist who named JJ.Hopfield in 1982. It is mainly used to simulate the memory mechanism of neural networks. It is a fully connected neural network. Fig. 1 shows the basic work principle of neurons. Where i x and y are respectively the input and output. i w is weight coefficient. f is characteristic function, which reflects the mapping relationship between inputs and outputs, and it is usually a nonlinear function.
Neural network consists of input layer, hidden layer and output layer, which is shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 The connection model of neural network
The optimization steps of Hopfield neural network are show in Fig.3 . Fig.3 The steps of optimization
For each neuron, their own output signal is then fed back to itself. So it is a feedback neural network.
Optimization Mechanism. Hopfield neural network evolution is a nonlinear dynamical system. The stability of the system can be used so-called "energy function" (Ie Lyapunov or Hamiltonian) for analysis. If the energy function is considered as the objective function of an optimization problem, then from the initial state toward the stable point of the evolution process is a solution of the optimization problem. Thus, the Hopfield network evolution is a process of calculating associative memory or solving optimization problems. Select the appropriate initial value, the network according to the dynamic evolution of the equation il Optimization Model. Feedback network is used for two problems which are the dual. The two problems are optimization calculation and associative memory. Make W known for optimization calculation, and the purpose is to find E minimum stable state. Make associative memory in a steady state which is given to find suitable w . Therefore, in practice, the key is how to express the objective function of the problem into the following Quadratic form of energy function:
Where I is an external input vector. Commonly used Hopfield network has two categories: discrete (DHNN) and continuous (CHNN).
Continuous network, the dynamic equation is:
Where i g is the commonly used sigmoid functions,
, where N is the number of neurons, i u and i v denote the i-th neuron inputs and outputs.
Network flow optimization model based on neural network
The key of network flow optimization is division of Network Flow diagram, the minimum cutting and the maximum flow problem [1] .
Division Of Network Flow Diagram. It is that divide Network Flow diagram into K parts, so that the number of nodes in each part is approximately equal. Then the energy function is: 
Minimum Cutting Problem.
The minimum cutting problem is to find a kind of cutting, it make the capacity of the cut set is the smallest. A cut figure refers to a division .Have the following conclusions: It is concluded that the maximum value of W is less than the capacity of any cut. Therefore, solving the problem of the maximum value of the network flow is equal to solving the problem of the minimum value of its cutting.
Dynamic route selection model based on Neural Network
At present the physical network of communication network is a P2P connection, you can use an undirected graph ( )
to express. The vertice present switching nodes and edges represent pathways [6] . Each side has a maximum capacity. In order to realize the communication between all point to point in the network, we need according to user's call and arrange routing network traffic situation. Now we commonly use the static method in accordance with the pre-arranged routing table to make choice. Due to the volume of business changes, people want to choose the dynamic routing under the circumstances in order to improve the efficiency of the neural network. The parallel computing of neural network provides the possibility for the dynamic selection of the route. Corresponding to its optimization model flowing:
Set up the graph of the network ( )
, and make a serial number for each side of the network. 1 said path through the edge, with 0 said no. In this way, a route is expressed by 0 and 1, M L × neurons express L need M L × routes, M is an alternative route number, communication network has N nodes [7] . Then: The objective function: 
Cells highly competitive model based on neural network
Computer networks, such as ATM, etc. If two or more cells destined for the same route at the same time, it will definitely involve competition. Therefore, how to set up a queue on the switch to achieve its reasonable scheduling it is very important.
Set network size is N, the window size is W, that is, the former W cells in each queue will compete the right to send the order. In fact, W is variable, then the optimization model as follows:
The objective function is 
Conclusions
In theory, the optimization algorithm designed based on Hopfield model: Neural network is stable, network will converge to the asymptotic equilibrium; Equilibrium point of neural network happens to be minimum point of energy function. In the actual operation process, the optimization algorithm based on the Hopfield model has the advantages of simple, normative and rapid. Optimization method of Hopfield model is not strict. The core strategy is gradient descent method. Therefore, sometimes the following problem inevitable occurred: Network convergence to local optimal solution; Network convergence to feasible solution; Robustness deviation problem caused by the improper selection of network parameters. Combining Hopfield model with competition network and making use of the competition network realize the constraint functions. The Hopfield neural network implementation has the advantage of simplifying the constraint of energy function. It will also greatly improve the algorithm performance; Combine Hopfield with GA (genetic algorithm) and a chaotic process, by using the ergodicity of chaotic dynamic and Advantages of parallel search of GA , it also can construct the effective optimization method.
